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1. DEFINITION OF I?&,, , H&, AND INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a commutative ring with unit element. Let A be a k-algebra, 
M a K-module. 
The Hochschild cohomology H’(A, M) is defined as the cohomology of 
the complex: 
P(A, M) = Hom(A@“, M), 
where AOn = A Ok A @ **a Ok A IZ times, and Horn means homo- 
morphism as k-modules. 
The coboundary map 6 : C”(A, M) -+ P+l(A, M) is defined on 
f E C”(A, M) = Hom(A@, M) by 
+ (-l)""f@, ,.+*, 42. 
When A is a commutative algebra, one can define H&&A, M) and 
H&.,(A, M) as follows: 
Let 
C&,(A, M) = (f E C*(A, M) ) f (a, b) = f (b, u), for all a, b E A} 
C&&4, M) = {f E CYA, M) If (a, b, 4 -f (a, c, 4 +f (c, a, 8 = 0, 
for all a, b, c E A} 
One checks that 
=‘(A, M) C C&n@, M), 
~Ckm(A, M) C C&n&% M), 
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and defining .P(A, M) to be the kernel of 6 : @(A, M) + @+“(A, M), we set 
&&,(A, M) = P(A, M) PI C&JA, M), for n = 2,3. Then define 
f&&% M) = Z&&4, MI/i-(4 M), 
ff&&% M) - Zm(A, M)~~~~~~(A, M). 
Let k = 2, the integers, and G be an Abelian group. Let A = Z[G], 
the group algebra, and take II4 any Abelian group. Then Eilenberg and 
MacLane have shown in [4], p. 130, Theorem 26.3 that H&,(A, M) = 
H&,&G, M) = 0. In this paper we will show, by different methods, that 
H&&G, M) = 0, if G is a finite abelian group. Also we will show that 
H&&A, M) = 0, f or t h e case when k is a field and Spec A is a finite group 
scheme over k. This is not really a generalization of the Eilenberg-MacLane 
result. The Cartier-Gabriel-Dieudonne theory gives us the fact that, if 
Spec A is a finite group scheme over k (definition later) and K is an algebrai- 
cally closed field, then A s k[G] f or some finite abelian group G. The isomor- 
phism A g k[G] is of algebras. A also has a co-algebra structure which is 
probably different than the usual co-algebra structure on k[QI. As the choice 
of co-algebra structure for A is irrelevant for the group H&,(A, M), we are 
back in the Eilenberg-MacLane situation. Moreover the reduction to the 
case of algebraically closed k is easy. We will give more details in Sections 2 
and 3. 
The result H&,(A, M) = 0 can be interpreted as a statement about 
symmetric cohomology of finite group schemes, which is useful to algebraic 
geometers (see Mumford-Oort [7’J, for example). This interpretation is 
carried out in Section 5. 
2. H,&,(A, M) STUDIED AS A FUNCTOR IN n/r 
Let k be a commutative ring with unit element. Let A be a commutative 
k-algebra which is free of finite type as a k-module. 
Set E = Hom(A, K), the dual space, and let 11p : A @ A -+ A be the map: 
m(a @ b) = ab. The dual map m * : E --f E @I E makes E a co-algebra over k. 
Also 
Cn(A, M) = Hom(A@, M) = E@n @I M. 
So when M = k; P(A, k) = EQn. The coboundary map (1.1): 
E@” + E@+l is just the derivation 6 on 0,“s Eapr defined as follows; 
For f~ E, Sf = I @ f+f @ 1 -m*' For fi @ SW* @fn~E@*, 
S(fl @ *-- @fn) = Cy=, (-l)i+lf, @ **- Sf, @ **a @ fn . And since P(A, M) = 
E@n @ M, the boundary map here is 6 @ I,, 6 as above and lM : M--f M 
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the identity map. The verification of the above statements is straightforward 
and left to the reader. 
The symmetric chains C&,(A, M), C&&A, M) can be computed via the 
following maps on E@%, Es3. D fi e ne *: E03 -+ E@a by (fi @f3)* = 
fi @ f3 - f3 @ fI and *: E@Q3 4 EQ3 by 
(fl Of3 ofs)* =f1 Of3 Of3 -f1 Of3 Of3 +f3 Of3 Of1 * 
Let Eaym be the kernel of * : E@” -+ E@” for n = 2, 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
C&r&% M) = J%% 0 M, 
C&,,,(A, M) = E$& @ M. 
Proo$ We are of course identifying C3(A, M) with E@3 @ M. Since E 
is free over k, it is enough to show that C&,(A, M) is the kernel of * @ 1 
yhfJs @ M. So take f = fi @ f3 @ f3 @ m E E@s @ M = Hom(Aa3, k) @ M. 
f (0, b, c) - f (a, c, 4 + f (c, u, b) 
= rfI(u)f44fs(c) -f1(u)f*(c)f3(4 +fi(4f*(u)f3(41 m 
= Kfi Of3 Of3 -fi Of3 Of3 +f3 Of3 Ofi) 0 mlh h 4 
which implies f (u, b, c) - f (u, c, b) + f (c, a, b) = [(* @ 1) f](u, b, c) and so 
&(A, M) is the kernel of * @ 1. 
The following will be useful in computations in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If g E Egi , f e E, then 
VOg)* = k Of)* = g Of. 
Proof. g can be expressed g = xi aih, @ hi for hi E E, a, E k. So it is 
enough to check that u@ L @ h)* = (h @ h @f)* = h @ h @f for h, 
f E E. This is easy to do using the definition of *. 
‘l”m~~~2.1. Let O+M’+M+M”+O be an exact sequence of 
k-msxiuks. 
Tken the induced sequence 
is eazct. 
0 + H’(A, M’) + H’(A, M) + H’(A, M”) 
+ H&(A, M’) + H&(A, M) + H&m(A, M”) 
+ H&&A, M’) + H&(A, M) + H&m(A, M”) 
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Proof. We have 
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O----+E@M’- E@M--+ E@M”-0 
The rows are exact since E is free over k and so the Theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a finite Abeliangroup, let 0 - M’ - M - M” - 0 
be an exact sequence of Abelian groups. Then D - Hi&G, M’) - H&&G, M) 
- H&,(G, M”) is exact. 
Proof. H’(G, M) s Hom(G, M), Horn as groups, 
H&,(G, M) g Ext(G, M), Ext of abelian groups, 
and the first two lines of the exact sequence in Theorem 2.1 become 
0 - Hom(G, M’) - Hom(G, M) - Hom(G, M”) 
- Ext(G, AI’) - Ext(G, M) - Ext(G, M”); 
but it is well known that Ext(G, M) 4 Ext(G, M”) is surjective and the corol- 
lary follows. 
Remark. From this corollary, it is easy to see that in order to show 
H&,(G M) = 0, f or all Abelian groups M, it is sufficient to show 
Hi&G, M) = 0 when M is d ivisible. This is what will be done in Section 4. 
3. H&,(4 M) =0 WHEN Spec A IS A FINITE GROUP SCHJZME 
OVER A FIELD K 
DEFINITION. Let k be a field. Let A be a commutative k-algebra via 
Q : k + A, with multiplication m : A @ A + A. Denote by 1 the identity 
map: la = a for all a E A. Then A together with homomorphisms 
d:A+A@A, 
l :A-+k, 
s:A-+A, 
is a group scheme over k if the following axioms hold. 
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(1) Associativity: (d @ 1) 0 d = (1 @ d) 0 d. 
(2) Unit element: (c @ 1) o d = 1 = (1 @ 6) o d (identifying A ol; k 
with A). 
(3) inverses:mo(f @s)od =uo~==m0(s@l)0d. 
(4) commutativity: If T : A @ A -+ A @ A is defined by T(a @ 6) = 
b@a,thenToA=A. 
The A is a finite group scheme if, in addition to the above, A is finite 
dimensional as a k-module. 
We now wish to compute @,,(A, M) for M a k-module. We set E = 
Hom(A, k), the dual space. 
PROPOSITION 3. I. H$,(A, M) gg H&&A, k) @ M. 
Refer to Proposition 2.1 and use the universal coefficient theorem [6] p. 17 1, 
which gives the desired result since k is a field. 
Thus it is enough to show H&&A, k) = 0. Now let k be an algebraic 
closure of k. Let 2 = A Or R. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Hi&& k) g H&(A, k) @ K. 
Proof. Let E = E Ok k z Hom(A, k) @ R, so iW g EB3 @ R and 
thus &$ is the kernel of t @ 1 : E@3 @ R -+ E@3 @ fi. So &$frn can be 
identified with Eg, @ k and similarly J!?$& can be identified with E$f @ Ii. 
Then the universal coefficient theorem finishes the proof. 
Notice that if Spec A is a finite group scheme over k, Spec 2 is a finite 
group scheme over k, (d’ = d @ 1 etc.) We are now reduced to the case 
where Spec A is a finite group scheme over an algebraically closed field k 
and we want to show H&,(A, k) = 0. 
We first sketch how we can obtain a description of the graded ring H*(A, k). 
This is carried out in detail in [.?] so here only an outline is given. 
The theory of Gabriel (expounded for instance in Manin [fl, $3) combined 
with the theorem of DieudonnbCartier [Z], VII b, p. 152, implies: 
If A is a finite group scheme over an algebraically closed field k, of charac- 
teristic p # 0 then 
(1) A SC Aloe 0 ht. 
(2) A,t is isomorphic as an algebra to k[G,] for some finite Abelian 
group G1 whose order is relatively prime top. 
(3) 4x is isomorphic as an algebra to k[G,], Ga is a finite Abelian 
group whose order is a power of p. 
It follows that A s k[G, x Gs] = k[G] as an algebra, where G = Gi x G, , 
is a finite Abelian group. The k[Gl has a coalgebra structure but it is probably 
different from the given one on A. 
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Since A is a co-algebra, &(A, R) has the structure of a graded ring. 
It can be seen that the multiplication is induced by the following map on the 
chain level: 
@(A, k) @ CyA, k) -+ C-yA, k), 
which is EQQ @ E@m -+ E@*+ and is given by 
Denote the induced multiplication on H-(A, K) by U. Then if f E Hn(A, k) 
and g E H”?(A, k) we get f u g = (-l)““g u f. Now as MacLane points 
out [6], p. 232, and we show directly in [3], the cup product is independent 
of the co-algebra structure on A (but there must be one). Thus we may as 
well. assume that A = k[C;1, and use the standard resolutions for cyclic 
abelian groups [Z], p. 250 and the Kiinneth theorem to obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the characteristic of the $eld k is not 2 and Spec A is a 
jinite group scheme over k, then the graded ring N’(A, k) is freely generated as 
a commutative graded ring by Hl(A, k) and H&,(A, k). Freely generated 
means that the only relations are f u g = (-l)‘@%g U f if f E H”, g E H”. 
If the characteristic of k is 2, then there are subgroups V, and V, of H1(A, k) 
and a subgroup V, of H&&A, k) such that V, , V, , V, generate H’(A, k) 
as a commutative graded algebra subject to the added relations: f” = 0, ;f f 
is in V, . 
This theorem enables us to directly compute H&&A, k). We will carry 
out the calculations when the characteristicp of the field k is not 2. The cal- 
culations for p = 2 are similar but one has to take into account the structure 
of @(A, k) given in Theorem 3.1. If the characteristic of k is zero, then 
W(A, k) = 0, for n > 0, and we can conclude H&&A, k) = 0 in this case 
as soon as we show H&&4, k) is a subgroup of IP(A, k). 
Recall the following situation: We have K algebraically closed. Spec A is 
a finite group scheme over k, E = Hom(A, k), the dual space. Also P(ff, k) = 
Hom(A@n, k) = EBn. 
Since Hl(A, k) is a subgroup of Cl(A, k) = E, we can choose a basis 
u&or‘ t for ZP(A, k) and extend to a basis ( f6}iss for E over k, with index 
sets I’ C I. 
Note: Sfi = 0, for all i in I’, and (Sh}i,l-I, is linearly independent in E@. 
We can also assume I’ is ordered. 
Choose a set ( gijjsl in EFm such that 
(1) Sgi = 0, for all j E J, 
(2) If clsgj denotes the, image of gj in H&&A, k), we have (clsgj&~ 
is a basis for H&&A, k). 
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Then by Theorem 3.1, we conclude: 
is a basis for I-P@, k). 
Thus, if f E Z&&4, k), we have 
f = ,c.tg,x,%& oft+ y<~EI.4wwh Of0 Ofw +% 
for some h E E’@. Also f * = 0, We must show that under these conditions, 
f = W for some L’ in E8ym . 
First we show H&,,(A, R) is a subgroup of HB(A, k). 
LEMMA 3.1. If h E Eas and (ah)* =O,ihmSh =W, f~~~~~~~~. 
Proof. Using the basis { ft @h)(r,,,cilxr for E @ E, write 
One computes Sh = C c&h @ fs - fi @ &) and so using Proposition 2.2 
For fixed j we then get Ci (cid - Cji) Sfi = 0. SO for fixed i, j; Cij # Cji 
implies Sfi = 0 (by symmetry Sb = 0). Let U = ((i, j) 1 cgj = cji}. Then if 
hI' = C csffr Ofi t 
(i.f)EU 
we get 
since 
COROLLARY 3.1. If the chmacteristic of h is MO, then H&.,(A, h) = 0. 
Proof. Hi&A, h) is a subgroup of Hg(A, R) which is zero. 
Next we want to show that iff E Z&, , then f = Sh, for some h E E@*. 
We have 
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LEMMA 3.2. 
for some h, E E@. 
Proof. First ( gj @ fj)* = g3 @ ff by Proposition 2.2. Second 
(fu Of0 ofuJ* =fu Of, OfuJ -fu OfWOfW +f+J OftO Ofu * 
Taking classes in HS(A, k) and denoting class fu by fu , we get 
Wfu Ofa oftO)* =f, ufo UfpD-fu UfW ufu +f, u.ftll UfW = 3f, uf%l UfW 
by the description of U. 
So (fu Of0 OfA* = 3fu Of, OfW + %,,, , for SOme h,,, E EB2. 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.2 we see that since f * = 0, 0 = Sf * = i$(Sh)*. 
LEMMA 3.3. If h E lW8 und S@h)*) = 0, then (bh)* = bh” for some 
h” E Ea2. 
Proof. Write h = &,lEIxI c,, fi @ fs . Then as before 
(ah)* = 
,&XI c% 
- %Xafi 0 fd* 
Now 
0 = b((bh)*) = c b - %sfs 0 %I. 
(WEIXI 
But V%I-I~ is linearly independent in E@2. So, if j E I - I’, 
&Er-I* (cir - c,*) 8j$ = 0. Thus 
(ah)* = 
,&xr (% 
- cd~fr OfA 
and if we let 
h” r= (j*3c,xr h - Cdfi @.a 
we get (ah)* = Sh”. 
Applying Lemma 3.3 to the expression for f * in Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
Taking images in Hs(& k) implies uir = 0, for all (i,j) ~1’ X J, and all 
b uow = 0, if the characteristic p of h is not 3. If p = 3 we need the following 
lemma. 
LxMMlr 3.4. If p = 3 and t: u<ccWdsM(fU Of, OfW)* = W*, for 
some h E E@8;-thm (ah)* = 0. 
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Proof. This is a rather nasty calculation and goes as follows: Write 
h= 1 cijfi@fj. 
(i.jWxI 
Then 
(ah)* = C (cij - cj<) Sfi @ fj . 
(i.f)EI 
Set 
hj = C (Cjj -  Cji)fi 
1 
Then 
But 
(&A)* = 1 (Shj Ofi); 
jel 
Fix I E I, and we see 
ah, = C bwwfu Ofv - c bwwfu Ofw + c buwfv Ofw. 
Co=2 U-Z U-Z 
Take images in I-I*@, k) and we get 
0 = ~zbuwfu ufv - 1 bwwf, ufw + C bwfv ufw . 
o=z u-z 
Suppose some b,,, # 0, then in the above equation we must have cancellation 
somewhere. For example bucz fu u f,, = -bu,zw, fut u fwr , and since u < v, 
u’ < w’, this implies u = u’, v = w’. Then v < I < w’ = v, a contra- 
diction. All other possible cancellations similarly lead to contradictions. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  k is a jield, Spec A a finite group scheme over k, and M 
is a k-module. Then 
H&m(A, M) = 0. 
Proof. We have reduced this to showing H&&A, k) = 0, when k is 
algebraically closed. Assuming k algebraically closed, f  E E@‘, f  * = 0, 
Sf = 0; Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 show there exists h in E@*, with f  * = (ah)*. 
But f  * = 0 and so Lemma 3.1 implies there exists h’ in E8yyam , such that 
f  = Hz‘. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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4. H&&G, M) = 0 
THEOREM 4.1. If G is a finite Abelian group, M any Abelian group, then 
H&&G, M) = 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 we are reduced to considering the case M = I, 
a divisible Abelian group. 
Let p be a prime and let IP be the kernel of multiplication by p I I -+ I. 
The sequence: 0 -+ I, -+ I % I -+ 0 is exact since I is divisible. 
By corollary 2.2 we have 
0 -+ H&m(G, I,) -+ f&n(G, 1) 5 f&,(G, I) is exact, 
and the map denoted by p is clearly multiplication by p. IP is a Z/p2 module 
and 
by Theorem 3.2. This implies H&&G, I) has no p-torsion, and since p is 
arbitrary, we see that H&&G, I) has no torsion. 
Now let It be the torsion subgroup of I. We then have 0 + I, -+ I --P I/It --t 0 
exact, inducing 
The H&,(G, It) i:; a torsion group since It is torsion and G is finite; but 
H&,(G, I,) is isomorphic to a subgroup of H,S,,(G, I), the H&,(G, I) has 
no torsion so H&&G, I,) = 0. 
We conclude by showing H&&G, Iir,) = 0. To do this consider 
I/It - I/I* @r Q, (Q the rationals). This map is injective and induces 
which is also injective. But the latter grou@ is zero since Q is a field of charac- 
teristic zero. 
5. H&,(G, G,) = 0 
Let k be a field. Let G = Spec E be a finite group scheme over k {as 
defined at the beginning of Section 3). Let A = Horn{& k), be the dual 
space. Then Spec A can be given the structure of a finite group scheme over k. 
Let G, be the functor from affine schemes to groups defined by: G,(Spec R) = 
R, + (the additive group of R). 
4WIdI-3 
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Then letting G act trivally on G, , one is in position to define the coho- 
mology groups H”(G, G,) as in [2], I, Section 5. The complex C(G, GJ 
which is defined there, now becomes: C”(G, G,) = E@ = Horn(ABn, K) 
and the boundary map is the same as in Section 1. 
Remark. If one replaces G, by the functor called 0 in [2] (B(Spec R) = 
R as a ring), then H(G, G,) becomes a graded ring. This ring is shown in [3] 
to be just the graded ring H*(A, k), which we have essentially computed in 
Theorem 3.1. 
One can also define C&,(G, GJ and C&,(G, G,) using the definition of 
CW, G) and C8(G, G,) gi ven in [2], I, or [3]. We do not carry this out 
explicitly here since this involves more category theory than seems appropriate 
in this paper. We simply remark that C&,(G, G,) turns out to be E8$, and 
C&,(G, G,) to be Epm. Define H&&G, G,) to be the kernel of 6 on 
C&,(G, GJ modulo the image of 6 on C&,(G, G,). Then H&,,(G, G,) is 
just H&&A, k); H&,(A, k) = 0, by Theorem 3.2, and we have proven: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a fitlite group scheme wer a j&&l k. Let G,, be the 
j&tor from a@ne scheme to Abelian groups, where G,(Spec R) equaLs R, 
+ (the additive group of R). Then f G acts triviully on G, , 
f&m@, Ga) = 0. 
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